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Noah Wolf is quickly becoming one of the top names in the world of espionage. With well over

1 million copies sold and tens of thousands of five star reviews, this perennial USA Today

bestselling series will be sure to keep your heart pounding well into the night.As the new head

of E & E, Noah has to make decisions that would terrify most people. Fortunately, his lack of

emotion makes him the ideal man for the job, and his teams rapidly come to respect him as he

takes over from the infamous Dragon Lady.But now, with a new trade war rocking world leaders

and mega-corporations gearing up to wage some combat of their own, Noah has to put

together a team that can not only eliminate those who threaten the world, but also bring some

order to it.Who among his stable will be best for the job? There will be some surprises as Noah

takes on his new role as the most dangerous and powerful man alive.

About the AuthorSince 1973, Rick Steves has spent about four months a year exploring

Europe. His mission: to empower Americans to have European trips that are fun, affordable,

and culturally broadening. Rick produces a best-selling guidebook series, a public television

series, and a public radio show, and organizes small-group tours that take over 30,000

travelers to Europe annually. He does all of this with the help of more than 100 well-traveled

staff members at Rick Steves' Europe in Edmonds, WA (near Seattle). When not on the road,

Rick is active in his church and with advocacy groups focused on economic and social justice,

drug policy reform, and ending hunger. To recharge, Rick plays piano, relaxes at his family

cabin in the Cascade Mountains, and spends time with his son Andy and daughter Jackie. Find

out more about Rick at www.ricksteves.com and on Facebook.Connect with Rick:facebook.com/

RickStevestwitter: @RickStevesinstagram: ricksteveseuropeSteve Smith manages tour guides

for Rick Steves' Europe tour program and has been researching guidebooks with Rick for over

two decades. Fluent in French, he's lived in France on several occasions, starting when he was

seven. Steve owns a restored farmhouse in rural Burgundy where he hangs his beret in

research season. Steve's wife, Karen Lewis Smith-who is an expert on French cuisine and wine

- provides invaluable contributions to his books. --This text refers to the paperback edition.
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Ellen Oceanside, “Great Story. PACK..LEADER..#17. ...David.ArcherSteve Nichols Head of the

President’s Security was alerted by Orlando police of terriorists plans. They were being funded

by corporate interests rather than political. The FBI. and CIA can’t seem to get a handle on

what companies and what they are up to.Noah taking over for E & E gets a call to immediately

come, a meeting he had been waiting for with the President. Noah is perfect for this new job,

he deals in logic, and doing what needs to be done. The President tells Noah to make

decisions of what needs to be done. Surprised in seeing Sam Prichard there, doing consulting

now. Noah needs to put a team together, to stop the threats against the President, and the

world. Order was tantamount to the situation, so it doesn’t happen again.A tense, fast pace

story that flows, one loves the characters. The situation could be real, and hopes there is

someone like Noah and his team if it was. I didn’t see it as a political issues. Another winner

for the author to read and enjoy.”

Joe 532, “Wonderful author.. I love this series. Great character depth, marvelous plots with

unexpected twists.  Check out his other series too.”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Truly Exciting. This one has put a new spin of the whole concept of Noah

Wolf, & the Team, their role changes, new responsibilities, new members of the Group, plus

some other things that come up, anyone who reads this will be glad that they purchased the

next book in this series”

Siesta, “As above. David Archer has always given a human touch to his books which, I

imagine, isn’t easy with such exciting, gripping storylines.”

Jay, “Noah Wolfe. Another brilliant book from David Archer, hoping he brings Noah back from

his break in England. So that we may know the child is ok, and that they will be bringing back

another brilliant story.”

M. D. Green, “Another winner.. What's to say?? Every book David Archer has written is brilliant

and this is no exception. I love the Noah Wolf series and it just gets better and better. Buy it!!!!”

Pete, “Another Noah Wolf success story.. Well worth the read. Entertaining, fast moving with

twists and turns galore. You get to meet all the characters involved and, as usual, it leaves you

wanting more.”

Ebook Tops Reader, “brilliant read. As usual a great read , trouble is I read these stories so



quickly that I want another one straight away, so whats next ??????”

The book by David Archer has a rating of  5 out of 4.6. 1,219 people have provided feedback.
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